Policy Committee Agenda
April 3, 2023

Old Business:
GBO – (Required) – Family Care Leave – Tabled in February/March to await negotiations completion. Tabled until June.
IHBI – Course Screening – Tabled in March to allow Seth to review. – Rescind at Board Meeting – 4,11, 2023
IHCA – Course Offerings and Course Activities Outside Normal School Hours – Tabled in March to allow Seth to Review. Mark as reviewed 4/3/2023.

New Business:
JECBA – Admission of Foreign Exchange Students – No MSMA equivalent. Mark as reviewed 4/3/2023.
JICH – Drug, Alcohol and Tobacco Policy – Although not identical in form, MSMA’s and our policy covers the same material and I think ours is more complete. There are some changes in legal references, I will attach MSMA’s policy if you wish to compare. Mark as reviewed 4/3/2023.
JICH-R-1 – Student Use of Drugs and Alcohol: Extra-Curricular Participation - Mark as reviewed 4/3/2023
JIH – Questioning and Searching of Students – No differences between ours and MSMA’s policy. Mark as reviewed 4/3/2023
JIH-R - Questioning and Searching of Students Administrative Procedure -Our policy and MSMA’s cover different areas of the topic. MSMA covers the search procedures and ours covers the discipline of the student if something is found in a search. I think we might want to meld the two together. I will attach a copy of MSMA’s for comparison. Mark as reviewed 4/3/2023.
JIF – Management of Concussions and Other Head Injuries – Both policies cover the same material however, ours is more specific and, I think, better. I will attach a copy of MSMA’s for comparison. Mark as reviewed 4/3/2023.
JIF-E – Concussion Information Sheet—No MSMA equivalent.
JLCC – Communicable Infectious Disease – Basically the same as ours, needs legal reference update.
JLCDA – Medical Marijuana in Schools—MSMA’s policy and our policy cover the same ground but are different in form. Also, we need to add cross references. I will attach MSMA’s policy for comparison.
JLCDA-E – Request/Permission to Administer Medical Marijuana in Schools – No MSMA equivalent.
KF – Community Use of School Facilities – some differences 1) MSMA includes language for community use of school grounds and 2) Ours includes rules for the rental of equipment. I will attach MSMA’s policy for comparison. Mark as reviewed 4/3/2023.

KF-E Facilities Use form; KF-R Facility use Basic Rules and Regulations. These two policies are not due for review but I included them so the review of the KF Policies would be on the same rotation. Mark as reviewed 4/3/2023.


The following two Job Descriptions were approved: Athletic Director and Bus Driver,

Next meeting will be June 5 at 3:00